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One of the most frequent comments any warrior of Satan will receive from Jews and other cucks of theirs, is that they will pray for them. Let's not forget 99% of xians are powerless and a useless nuisance at best, spiritually speaking, no higher than an ant or pest.

What does a "lost sheep" mean? That a goyim has lost its slave master, the Jew. The goyim that have lost Christ are to be dragged forcibly into the stable, or be burned eternally in hellfire instead. Let's not forget xians are sheep, which is the same term for GOYIM in essence, slave and spiritually unaware animal.

Jews tell them in their face, and then you have the funny types of xians who pretend they have an ego, fight for their rights or those of other people, and even go as far as to talk against the Jews. Calm your flabby sheep titties, sheep of Rabbi Christ. LOL

They will also pray for you if you dare deny your identity as born and bred, goyim for the Jews. This is the devil putting ideas into your head, such as that you are human and not cattle. According to the word of Jews, or word of God, you are an animal. How dare you think otherwise? Let's bring you in proportion. Sorry I meant, pray for you.

I.e. Use occult power, or communicate with hostile entities to make them "repent" i.e., succumb to their influence. If this does not succeed, there are other options such as death penalty, for example.

Because the sword and the ballot are illegal now, unlike how it was before, they resort to Occult violence, and other forms of violence and bullying that are within this context. I will pray for you literally means, so far the abrahamics are concerned, I will try to twist your brains and existence by using whatever Occult power I may possess, or by begging the thoughtforms of the Jews and the aliens to either enslave you (make you repent) or kill you if they don't manage to do this.

It means "I will try to bring you to their attention by dialing out that you are a threat". This is like calling the thought police, basically. To take the bad goyim in the spiritual gulag.

Many people do not seem to dig this, because they do not know of the occult. The Torah is essentially a prayer to "God" (hostile aliens of the Jews, and
manipulation of the universal energies) for the Jews to achieve their ends. If it were not, the RTRs, which are based on reversing what the enemy has done, wouldn't be having the monumental effects they have today. They work essentially because they reverse, and give the karma of the jews to jews, not because they are aggressive magick.

Let's not forget why meditation and prayer of the Pagans is an offense to die for according to jewish morals, and be Jews have exterminated these people by the droves. And instated Christianity and Islam to kill, monitor and destroy the remaining ones, while parasitize the rest.

If one person on the earth knows of spirituality and committed crimes from it, that is the Jews.

Non-jewish races who do such things are to be exterminated, and according to Jews, it doesn't matter how many thousands of years before they did it, their descendants need to die off. This is because typically their enemies tried to defend themselves, so they try to guilt trip them for it.

Nobody who is real in Spiritual Satanism coerces others to come to their side. This is because we are not a program. Any people that come have to come on their own if we are to expect to have true followers of the spiritual path. However, what we want is for this CHOICE to be seen as a decent one.

You see the enemy and you understand their objective is Soul slavery and world enslavement. This is why xian denominations pop in doors, forcibly baptize children and infancy brainwashing is a "cultural" thing, drag their kids in church, or islamics doused in gasoline and TNT come to convince us of the love of the Hebrew Pedophile, Mohammed. Because these are lies basically so there's no limit to where they will resort to complete their mission. Which is subversion of followers to the Jews who have the master key to these host programs.

Christians who tell you they will pray for you, hear them saying: I will try to use my mind to bring you back into the slavery of the Jew who is my master. The enemy, when they say they will pray for you, know this is to at least damage you, make you feel bad, cause you misfortune, enslave you at the very best, kill you at the very "best" for them.

This is why you should say to yourself, yes, I will pray for you too. And do some RTRs to ruin them. It's about time justice is created on this forgotten area of human existence.